This paper intends to review computational methods and high throughput automated tools for precisely prediction various functionalities of uncharacterized proteins based on their desired DNA sequence information alone. Then proposes a hybrid weighted network and Genetic Algorithm to improve prediction purpose. The main advantage of the method is the protein function and DNA sequence prediction can be computed precisely using best fitness parent in genetic algorithm. With the accomplishment of human genome sequencing, the number of sequence-known proteins has increased exponentially and the pace is much slower in determining their biological attributes. The gap between DNA sequence variants and their functionalities has become increasingly large. However, detection of sequences based on protein data bank has become benchmark for many researchers. As amount of DNA sequence data continues to increase, the fundamental problem stay at the front of genome analysis. In the course of developing these methods, the following matters were often needed to consider: benchmark dataset construction, gene sequence prediction, operating algorithm, anticipated accuracy, gene recommender and functional integrations. In this review, we are to discuss each of them, with a different focus on operational algorithms and how to increase the accuracy of DNA sequence variants prediction.
INTRODUCTION
The main part of any gene prediction system is determining what types of interactions are most relevant to a given query list [1] . Hence, the interactions among the proteins are necessity for different biological functions in living cells. Establishing knowledge about these interactions offers a basis to lead protein interaction networks and improves our considerate of the general principles of the gene and cancer functionality.
Gradually the 'network view' on a genome is being taken in pervasive areas of applied biology. Just a few example is titled in order to: protein networks are utilized for enhancing the statistical power in human genetics [2] , to aid in drug discovery [3, 4] , to predict the enzyme [5] , to predict cancer gene [6, 7] , to recommend desired gene sequence [1] , to close gaps in metabolic enzyme knowledge [8, 9] and to predict phenotypes and gene functions [10, 11] . The functional interactions between proteins can extent a widespread spectrum of mechanisms and specificities; therefore, have high failure rates and might depend on biological context. In comparison the storage of protein-protein associations in databases is less straightforward than genomic sequence data and other types as so on [12] .
For a wide range of model organisms, genomescale networks exist in the physical interactions among proteins. As organize large networks of synthetic genetic interactions [13] , miRNA-mRNA interactions (both computationally predicted [14] , measured [15] ) protein-DNA [16] , and protein-RNA [17] interactions. The functional interactions between proteins may be construed from interactions between their orthologous gene in other species [18, 19] , also their sequence similarity, pattern of coexpression [19, 20] , shared mutant phenotypes, protein domain structure, or shared subcellular localizations. Each of indicated interaction networks on its own presents a distinct situation, but probably piercing and unfair [1] .
With the fast growth of protein sequences generated in the post-genomic age, researchers are trying to know their attributes because they are closely correlated with the structures and functions of the proteins as well as their roles in biological processes. Hence are very important to both basic research and drug target development [21] . For instance, given an uncharacterized protein sequence, what is its folding rate? Which structural class and quaternary structural attribute does it belong to? Is it a protease? If it is, to which protease type does it belong? Which part of the protein serves as its signal sequence? How can predict the healthy genome? And so forth. Although the answers to these questions can be determined by leading various biochemical experiments, it is both costly and time-consuming by relying on experimental approaches alone [22] . Consequently, the gap between the number of latest discovered protein sequences, the knowledge of their attributes and the precise prediction of their computational method is continuing to expand. To bridge such a gap and obtain these kinds of information in a timely manner, researchers are challenged to develop computational methods for predicting various attributes of proteins based on their sequence information alone.
Most of the computational methods require not only sequence information but also auxiliary data i.e. localization data, expression data, structural data. Indeed, many records in this regard have been established in last two decades in hope to cover such a gap. In course of developing these methods, the following matters were often needed to consider:
• gene prediction, operating algorithm, • gene recommenders,
• functional integration network The main contribution of this review is to investigate the above procedures, with a special focus on current systems algorithms to compare the protein prediction functionalities.
GENE PREDICTION
Prediction is providing an enquiry list of DNA sequence that shows some feature of their functions. The systems predicting gene to anticipate other genes that are probable to be co-functional with the genes that existed inside the query list [1] . These predictions are prepared by discovering other DNA sequence variant highly connected to the query list in a composite function integration network (or simple composite network), which is concluded using data from many studies. Classically, the composite network is generated by combining several other interaction networks derived from one of the following sources:
(i) genome-scale studies of gene and protein interactions (ii) curation of several small-scale studies of gene and protein interactions (iii) automated procedures that infer functional interactions among gene pairs The desired approach would be protein modelling which use a frame-based demonstration. Interactions between the amino acids and proteins are conveyed by utilizing the production rules and an underlying truth maintenance system. As proposed in many studies a graphical interface is provided access to all elements of the simulation, comprised of object representation and explanation graphs [5, 23, 24] .
To get the desired outcomes, the sequence similarity search based approach is very important. For example Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST), which is a rapid sequence comparison tool utilized a heuristic approach to construct alignments by optimizing a measure of local similarity. BLAST compares DNA sequences much faster than dynamic programming methods such as SmithWaterman and Needleman-Wunsch [25] approaches. Moreover, there are many tools following BLAST's approach as a standard such as Argot2 [26] .
PREDICTION ALGORITHMS
There are several prediction algorithms were introduced, such as neural network algorithm [27, 28] , support vector machine (SVM) [29, 30] and K-nearest Neighbor algorithm [28, 29, 31] .
As well, Rotamer libraries are containing of information on side-chain prediction methods based on backbone-dependent approach. In side-chain prediction method, which is based on protein sequence and given backbone coordinates, utilizes a search strategy and defined energy function to predict the nearest solution.
Generally, prediction algorithm finds the desired protein based on related protein sequence. Few prediction algorithms will be discussed in this section.
Neural Network Algorithm
Neural network is a very useful algorithm for biological data mining due to their adaptive nature with a pervasive utilized area [32] [33] [34] . The approach of neural network is based on learning from examples and preparing desired technique suitable for issues such as secondary protein structure prediction and TM domain prediction. Therefore, performance of neural network is depended on availability of high quality training data. According to previous experience [32] there are two kinds of network topologies that is feed-forward and feed-back, which currently, feed-forward neural network is the most utilized technique.
Neural network is a non-linear mathematical approach, which is a popular algorithm in pattern recognition and computes the data using a connectionist approach. It is one of the first techniques used for protein recognition [33, 35] .
Indeed, in feature-based approaches, information about function is assumed to be predictable via a range of features of proteins. The features are comprised of secondary structure, port-translational modifications and general properties of amino acid composition [36] .
In additional, the training process of a neural network is to amend the network weights according to a learning algorithm until the failure of network gets its minimum. The trained network (comprised of important information of weights) has the function of identifying the domain structure class [27] .
Support Vector Machine Algorithm
Support Vector Machine (SVM) has been extensively utilized in solving prediction problems in bioinformatics, which represented in practice of a binary classification, i.e. gene identification, gene detection and protein-protein interaction prediction [32, 37] .
As stated earlier, SVMs are kinds of learning machines based on statistical learning theory. Briefly, applying SVMs in pattern classification is according to the following steps:
(i) Mapping the input vectors into one feature space, either linear or nonlinearly.
Seeking an optimized linear division within the feature space from the first step. Indeed, the SVM training process always pursues an overall optimized solution and avoids over-fitting, therefore it is able to be employed with a large number of features.
Kazemian et al. [32] proposed a new methodology using SVM based on statistical encoding technique to predict trans-membrane protein such as helices. In comparison with the number of original training data pairs, the total number of support vector is small. They have combined SVM with another AI algorithm such as Genetic Algorithm to improve the accuracy of prediction till 87% [32] .
Chuanxin Zou et al. [38] demonstrate an implementation of SVM based on publically available LIBSVM package version 3.11 [39] and according to grid search method to deliver high accuracy, the tunable parameters are optimized. Table 1 is a comparison for some existing approaches. However, if a structure is available for the target protein, the algorithm should check whether it reveals high similarity to other DNA sequence which already identified structures in complex of proteins. Additionally, the DNA sequence may be utilized to model the protein structure computationally, in particular using the comparative view. For this, the study proposes the hybrid of weighted network and Genetic Algorithm (GA) to achieve a precise undesired mutation detector. The support vector machine approach has been widely used in solving prediction problems that can be represented in the form of prediction and horizontally transferred gene. AutoCSA [40] Homozygous and Heterozygous insertions and deletions Argot2 [26] Genetic Gene Ontology Term to calculate over the total number P of proteins in the sequence Applications of evolutionary SVM to prediction [32] A combination of support vector machine (SVM) and Genetic algorithm was selected GA begins with a set of chromosomes as candidate solutions for population. New populations are created from old ones in hope to achieve a better population. The solutions which are chosen to form new offspring are opted based on their fitness. Current classical studies are utilizing just amino acid sequence and some model of the interaction between amino acids to determine structures [25, 41] . Therefore focusing from two points of view is outstanding: first is development of methods to search for the functional conformation and second development of more reliable ways of discriminating between right and wrong structures.
Proposed Algorithm for Enhancing the Accuracy
First utilizing a description of a fully weighted network on DNA sequence similarity according to protein functionality with occupied a place to prepare functionality chains. A potential of mean force derived from known protein structures was used to assess fitness and apply GA on precise prediction. The comprehensive benchmark dataset arranged based on DNA sequence similar functionality would play a prominent role in GA process to enhance the accuracy.
The outcome of the model can be used as a query for structure-based methods. Nevertheless, the theoretical view usually contains various defects and inaccuracies. Indeed, a theoretical view should be first evaluated by Quality Assessment Models through the Model Quality Assessment Programs.
A Hybrid View on Weighted Network and Genetic Algorithm
As stated earlier a proposed hybrid approach of weighted network and genetic algorithm may improve the current situation of gene predictions. It looks promising by focusing on population and find the fitness gene the prediction of protein interaction will be affected by time and cost matters. Genetic Algorithm as a robust algorithm has been proven to efficiently search in complex solution spaces. Practicing DNA sequence variants with GA reveals flexibility of search algorithm. Genetic Algorithm generates new feasible collections and population to computes every possible sorting of sequenced and genes. Depend on the fitness parent for each crossover and mutation the result will be more measurable for protein functionality prediction. Figure 1 shows the weighted networks for two sample genes and other expression genes. Assume there is a set of genes S = [s1, s2… sn], illustrated in a weighted network based on expressions. Figure 2 shows a graphical view of genes interactions between two genes with others.
Every reproduction from these two networks illustrates the survivals from the fitness selection process during the genetic algorithm flow. Figure 3 shows two sequences considered for cross over. If during the selection process genes comes from the fitness parent, therefore outcome reach to a survival scope, even utilize for next patent selection and the rest of genes with low fitness values would be excluded. Consequently, by a focus on weighted network and search for fitness nodes the genetic algorithm flow is improved to concentrate on fitness nodes and eliminate the undesired nodes during the selection stage. The significant section of process is proceeding to find the fitness values based on existing weights between the nodes which help to select the best parents. Moreover by a recursive view on GA after each step the population reach to a precise prediction. Therefore, depend on the fitness population from every step the follow process obtain a better protein functionality prediction based on the similar sequences. Figure 3 shows an overview on GA process with an included loop. Proposed hybrid algorithm has a main establishment on evaluation to generate weighted network and after that selecting the fitness parent effect on every crossover and mutation. Although some approach such as Routing Wheel have a selection based on largest weights but have a fitness population for DNA sequence variants is more affected from similarities related to nodes weights. The summarized pseudo code for prediction of protein functionality based on genetic algorithm will be as follows:
initial_population () Evaluate () While (population) generate_weightedNetwork (new population) select_FitnessParents (population) Recombine () // proceed Crossover Mutation () Evaluate () End while Accordingly, for every execution of loop the process products a new population and depend on the fitness parent the result will be different. It is significant that crossover needs to be execute for genes within the sequence, and if the length of effected sequence become shorter the new population converge to the more fitness parents for prediction.
By replacing the genes in new network and recombine the results, complexity of algorithm reach to a better performance by O (nlog n). In addition, number of nodes after each time execution of loop is important.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
According to huge amount of protein sequence and interactions, discovering post-genomic era for disease and drug research is occupied the vital zone of biological development studies. Many studies around the word attempt to utilize the computational methods, and mathematical analysis to handle the biology and medicine concepts, such as graphical analysis [18, 28, 35] , model of gene regulatory networks [42] , investigate functional solutions [1, 32] . Therefore, it's highly required to investigate, analyze and develop an automated method to introduce a fast and precise predictor for DNA sequence variants. In this review the fundamental section efforts to focus on exists prediction algorithms in hopes that the points enhanced here may help anticipating the further development of more powerful predictors. It is proposed that a hybrid circumstances of those algorithm such as Genetic algorithm and weighted network aid to predict most functionalities faster and more powerful. Moreover an approach on bio inspired algorithms such as genetic algorithm aid to simulate a manipulatable environment to predict. However, the matter of this approach is investigation of using genetic algorithm for protein functionality according to DNA sequence variants more than focus on selection process which will come in next research. How can achieve to a fast and precise selection by eliminate the redundant node after each step.
